InventoryBetterwiththeHT730
RuggedHandheldTerminal

Introducing a warehousing terminal made for the digital age. The HT730 rugged handheld terminal features a robust CPU, the
latest Android operating system along with Google Mobile Services (GMS) certification, a full-shift, 10-hour battery, and a builttough form factor.
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Android 10 OS + GMS + Octa-Core

Get out of the stone age of warehousing data collection and say

The HT730 gives you the ability to tackle any task. In addition to its

goodbye to inefficiency and errors. The Unitech HT730 is the newest

superior scanning capability and HF RFID, it comes equipped with

handheld terminal to hit the market and it’s specially designed for

Android 10 and Google Mobile Services which means the HT730

order picking, inventory management, and asset tracking. This

is backed by the most reliable web and application service. With

device allows one-handed operation using touchscreen or its 38-key
easy press buttons.
A 38-key keypad with backlight allows for easy operation even
in dark environments. As well, the HT730 reads all 1D and 2D
barcodes with its powerful scan engine from distances of up to 20feet when paired with optional gun grip. It offers a 30-degree tilt
scan capability for comfortable and versatile data collection. The
device supports HF RFID tags with a data capture range between

GMS you can download apps to simplify tasks and boost accuracy
and efficiency. An Octa-Core processor with artificial intelligence by
Qualcomm ensures your device runs at top speed while optimizing
battery usage.
All-Day Hot Swap Battery
The HT730 includes a robust 6700mAh battery that can last 10-12
hours on a single charge. Even if the device’s battery is drained,

6-8 meters.

the HT730’s true hot-swap feature permits battery changes without

“We’ve designed a handheld terminal with the user in mind,” says

loss if changed within a minute. For task-intensive work, the HT730

Brian Silence, Director of Business Development, “the HT730 is built

is a powerfully durable device that lasts a full shift and beyond.

shutting the device down. Replacing the battery won’t cause data

for efficiency and comfort from the inside out. It features a super fast
processor and Android 10 OS. The device itself can be operated

Rugged, One-Handed Operation

easily for left- and right-handed users and can also be used with

Workers often need their hands free to perform warehouse and

one hand.”

company functions. With this in mind, Unitech engineered a device

“ Unitechhasdesigneda

handheldterminal withthe
userinmind.”

that facilitates operation using just one hand freeing up the other for
reaching an item on a shelf or while holding books and clipboards.
Dual side scan buttons and an ergonomic form factor reduces strain
on hands and a 6-foot drop spec with IP67 rating makes this a
rugged choice.
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Connectivity Options
The HT730 is designed for an array of tasks and offers a multitude
of ways to connect in-house or on-site. The device features Dual SIM
slots, Bluetooth 5.1 technology, IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n/ac/d/h/
i/k/r/v (MIMO 2x2), WLAN Standard for communication and
task completion that’s immediate and reliable.
Wide Scan Range with Optional Gun Grip
The HT730 is designed with the warehouse worker in mind. With
an easy press 38-keypad and capacitive touch screen, users can
choose an interface which works best for them. Pair with a long
range gun grip to cover a 65-foot read range. The HT730 proves
itself a useful tool in order picking, delivery confirmation, inventory
checks, and price information applications.

The HT730 At A Glance
The rugged HT730 is not just for warehousing. It’s long list of features means its adaptable to environments in stock rooms in retail, asset tracking,
transportation, logistics, and order picking. See all the HT730 has to offer:
• Android 10 OS + GMS: Add convenience to your tasks with an Android 10 operating system and GMS. With this partnership, you’ll have
access to Google’s suite of tools designed to increase efficiency and productivity.
• 1D/2D Scanning with 30-degree Tilt, HF Ready: The HT730 is a powerhouse in AIDC devices with a 1D/2D barcode read capability and
30-degree tilt scan design. This device also facilitates high frequency and ultra-high frequency data collection.  
• True Hot Swap Battery: A 3.7V 6700mAh battery allows all-day usage of up to 10 hours. However, in the event of an emergency, the battery
can be replaced with file retention if changed within one minute.
• 6-Foot Drop Rated: Never worry about climbing to the highest shelf to read a barcode. The HT730 is capable of receiving scans from up to
65-feet away.
• Multiple Ways to Connect: For all the ways businesses communicate, the HT730 offers multiple connection points. Use IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n,
802.11ax-ready, and 802.11ac Wave 2 with 2X2 MU-MIMO WLAN Standard.
• IP67 Rating / 6-foot Drop Spec: The HT730 handheld blocks out dust, dirt, and wate while enduring 6-foot drops to concrete for a truly rugged
device.
• NFC & Fingerprint: Transmit data securely from another device with NFC and protect sensitive data within with fingerprint access technology.

38/29-key Keypad
Large, Easy Press Buttons

Processor
Qualcomm 2.3GHz Octa-Core

Touch Screen
4-inch Capacitive Touch Screen

Rugged Protection
IP67 & 6-foot Drop Spec

True Hot Swap Battery
6700mAh Battery
SIM Slots
Two (2) Nano Slim Slots

Dual Scanning Triggers
One Touch Scanning

Versatile Data Collection
1D/2D Barcodes + 30° Tilt
Scans

Mobolink Device Management Software
The HT730 runs even smoother when pairing it with MoboLink,
Unitech’s proprietary mobile device management software. Lock
multiple Unitech devices, monitor battery levels, device health, and
add or remove apps from a central host computer. Contact your
Unitech sales manager or distributor for further details.

Unitech HT730 Product Specifications
The HT730 is best suited for warehousing, logistics, transportation and asset/inventory management.

CPU

2.3GHz Qualcomm 720G (SM7125) Octa-Core

Memory

4 GB RAM
64 GB Flash

OS

Android 10 + GMS

Display

4” TFT-LCD WVGA Capacitive Touch Screen

Dimensions

7.6” x 2.8” x 1.3” (195 mm x 72 mm x 34 mm)

Weight

13.9 oz (395g) with battery

Camera

13 megapixels Autofocus with Flash

Main battery

3.7V 6700mAh Hot Swap Battery

USB

USB 3.1 w/ Pogo Pin

WLAN

802.11a/b/g/n, 802.11ax-ready, 802.11ac Wave 2 (Dual Antenna, 2X2 MU-MIMO support

Bluetooth

Bluetooth ® 5.1 Supported

WWAN

LTE Advanced Support Up to CAT4

U.S. Pricing & Availability
The HT730 is available now and starts at $1,304 MSRP. Please contact your sales manager for full details.
About Unitech
With over 30 years of automatic data capture experience, Unitech America provides a diverse selection of enterprise devices to suit every need
and budget. We offer unmatched US-based service and support along with comprehensive warranties.
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